33 Brain networks are complex dynamical systems in which directed interactions between different areas 34 evolve at the sub-second scale of sensory, cognitive and motor processes. Due to the highly non-35 stationary nature of neural signals and their unknown noise components, however, modeling dynamic 36 brain networks has remained one of the major challenges in contemporary neuroscience. Here, we 37 present a new algorithm based on an innovative formulation of the Kalman filter that is optimized for 38 tracking rapidly evolving patterns of directed functional connectivity under unknown noise 39 conditions. The Self-Tuning Optimized Kalman filter (STOK) is a novel adaptive filter that embeds 40 a self-tuning memory decay and a recursive regularization to guarantee high network tracking 41 accuracy, temporal precision and robustness to noise. To validate the proposed algorithm, we 42 performed an extensive comparison against the classical Kalman filter, in both realistic surrogate 43 networks and real electroencephalography (EEG) data. In both simulations and real data, we show 44 that the STOK filter estimates time-frequency patterns of directed connectivity with significantly 45 superior performance. The advantages of the STOK filter were even clearer in real EEG data, where 46 the algorithm recovered latent structures of dynamic connectivity from epicranial EEG recordings in 47 rats and human visual evoked potentials, in excellent agreement with known physiology. These 48 results establish the STOK filter as a powerful tool for modeling dynamic network structures in 49 biological systems, with the potential to yield new insights into the rapid evolution of network states 50 from which brain functions emerge.
271 Fig. 3 . Results in benchmark rat EEG. (A) Layout of the multi-electrode grid used for recordings with the electrode 272 and label codes used for all the plots. (B) Grand-average somatosensory evoked potentials at electrodes contralateral to 273 stimulation (n = 10) showing the sequence of maximum voltage peaks, starting at e4 and propagating to e2-6. The gray 274 line shows the evolution of the self-tuning memory parameter of the STOK filter. (C) Summed outflow in the gamma 275 range (40-90 Hz) from all electrodes at the sampling rate of 500 Hz, revealing similar dynamics estimated with KF and 276 STOK, but higher temporal precision with STOK filtering. (D-E) Criterion I and II: STOK and KF similarly identified e4 277 as the main driver at expected latencies (top panel), however, STOK recovered more temporally localized dynamics and 278 evoked patterns in the total inflow of gamma activity from e4 to the two main targets e2-e6 (bottom panel). Colored 279 squares at the bottom of each plot indicate time points of significance after bootstrap statistics (n = 10000, p < 0.05; see 280 Results). (F-H) Same set of results using a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, revealing the compromised estimates of KF and the 281 consistent and almost invariant results obtained with STOK. 282 283 At a sampling rate of 500 Hz, both the KF and the STOK filter revealed a peak in the summed 284 gamma outflow from cS1 at early latencies from whisker simulation, Fig. 3C . Both filters identified 285 cS1 as the main driver (criterion I), by showing a significant increase of summed gamma outflow 286 from cS1 at the expected latencies (bootstrap distribution of differences against the 2 nd largest driver 287 at each time point, n[bootstrap] = 10000, p < 0.05; Fig. 3D ). Similarly, for criterion II both methods 288 identified e2 and e6 as the main targets of cS1 gamma influences, but the pattern was more restricted 289 to the temporal window of interest in the STOK results (bootstrap distribution against the 2 nd largest 290 receiver at each time point; Fig. 3E ).
291
At the higher sampling rate of 1000 Hz, the STOK filter returned an almost identical pattern 292 of outflow and good performance on both criteria ( Fig. 3F-H) . The KF, however, presented 293 inconsistent outflows and poor performance on criterion I, failing to identify cS1 (e4) as the main 294 driver of gamma activity. On criterion II, KF still performed well at high sampling rate ( Fig. 3H ).
295
Overall, these benchmark results in real data show that STOK performs well on both 296 performance criteria. In addition, it suggests that STOK has better specificity in the temporal domain, 297 as compared to the KF results that presented interactions persisting at longer latencies without 298 returning to baseline. Importantly, STOK performance was unaffected by downsampling.
300
Visual evoked potentials in human 301 As a final step, we compared the STOK and KF filters in real human EEG data from a motion 302 discrimination task. The processing of coherent visual motion is known to induce characteristics time-303 frequency patterns of activity in cortical networks, with early selective responses occurring from 150 304 ms after stimulus onset (60,61) that likely originate in temporo-occipital regions (e.g., MT+/V5, V3a), 305 and more pronounced responses from 250 ms on (62,63). A hallmark of coherent motion processing 306 is the induced broadband gamma activity from about 200 ms onward (64-66), which is usually 307 accompanied by event-related desynchronization in the alpha band (67).
308
To evaluate the performance of the STOK and KF filters at recovering known dynamics of 309 coherent motion processing, we first compared the parametric power spectral density (PSD) obtained 310 with each filter against the non-parametric PSD computed using Morlet wavelet convolution with 311 linearly increasing number of wavelet cycles (from 3 to 15 cycles over the 1-100 Hz frequency range 312 of interest; see Methods). As shown in Fig. 4C , KF and STOK recovered the main expected dynamics 313 in a qualitatively similar way as the non-parametric estimate. However, the STOK PSD showed 314 significantly higher correlation with the non-parametric PSD as compared to the one obtained with 315 the KF (Fig. 4D , r KF = 0.53 ± 0.18; r STOK = 0.85 ± 0.05; p < 0.001). This shows that STOK produces 316 more consistent PSD estimates across participants than KF. We note that both parametric methods 317 appear to have higher temporal resolution than the non-parametric one, where temporal smoothing 318 results from the trade-off between temporal and spectral resolution (68 364 Human EEG) that summarized the evoked network dynamics in the time and frequency domain for 365 each participant (69). These matrices were then z-scored against a baseline period (from -100 to 0 ms 366 with respect to stimulus onset) (70) and averaged across participants.
367
The resulting matrices of global event-related PDC changes revealed two critical differences 368 between the STOK and the KF estimates. Firstly, STOK showed increased specificity in the temporal 369 domain, as observed after collapsing across frequencies. While both filters showed an initial increase 370 in global connectivity at early latencies (~110-120 ms post-stimulus), only the STOK filter, after a 371 significantly faster recovery from the first peak (STOK vs. KF at 144-160 ms, p < 0.05), identified a 372 second peak at critical latencies for motion processing (STOK vs. KF at 188-204 ms, p < 0.05) and a 373 more pronounced decrease of global connectivity at a later stage (STOK vs. KF at 328-340 ms, p < 374 0.05; see Fig. 4E ). Interestingly, the second peak that STOK identified consisted of increased network 375 activity in the high gamma band (70-90 Hz), and was due to due to increased outflow from motion-376 and vision-related ROIs that included areas MT+, V1 and FEF (see Fig. 4E , bottom right). Secondly, 377 the STOK filter showed increased specificity in the frequency domain. After collapsing the time 378 dimension, STOK clearly identified decreased network activity at lower frequencies with a distinct 379 peak in the higher alpha band (15 Hz), in agreement with the typical event-related alpha 380 desynchronization, Fig. 4C and E (67). Contrarily, the network desynchronization profile estimated 381 by the KF was less specific to the alpha range and more spread at lower and middle frequency bands 382 ( Fig. 4E ). . We therefore exploited the rationale and assumptions behind Nilsson's formulation to 428 provide a multi-trial adaptive filter that is agnostic to the measurement and process noise and uses a 429 simple least-squares reconstruction to recover time-varying structures of autoregressive coefficients 430 from present and past signals.
383

Discussion
431
To approximate unknown noise components directly from the data, several methods have been 432 proposed. These include methods based on innovations and residuals (77-79), covariance matching 433 techniques (80), Bayesian, maximum-likelihood and correlation-based approaches (73,81), and other 434 strategies adopted for neuroimaging (37,47,82). However, in many cases the covariance matrices 435 estimated with such approximation methods may act as containers for unknown modelling errors 436 (73), which leads to erroneous models and inadequate solutions (76,78). To overcome these risks, we 437 adapted Nilsson's approach, which retains a simple and flexible formulation of the filter that is 438 applicable to the case of multi-trial recordings. An important caveat for a filter of this form, however, 439 is that it is by definition suboptimal: while avoiding potentially inaccurate approximations of filter's 440 components, overfitting and the inclusion of noise in the estimates becomes very likely.
441
In order to prevent overfitting, we introduced a regularization based on singular value 442 smoothing (83). Singular value smoothing, or damped SVD (84) retains information up to a given 443 proportion of explained variance, reducing the effect of singular values below a given threshold (the 444 filtering factor, eq. 20 479 the automatic regulation of an exponential running average factor c. By combining the self-tuning 480 memory decay with SVD regularization, the filter can run at maximum speed without the risk of 481 introducing noisy fluctuations in the estimates, a problem that we observed for the classical Kalman 482 filter in both surrogate and real data (Fig 1, Fig 4) . Unlike other algorithms, therefore, the STOK filter 483 can accurately track phasic and rapid changes in connectivity patterns, such as those that may underlie 484 sequential evoked components during tasks and event-related designs. 
496
In its current form, the STOK filter is a multi-trial algorithm, leveraging regularities and 497 correlations across trials under the assumption that multiple trials are coherent, temporally aligned 498 realizations of the same process (38,98). In principle, however, the algorithm can be adapted for real-499 time tracking and single-trial modelling, provided that the least-squares reconstruction at its core is 500 not ill-conditioned. This can be achieved, for instance, by adding more of the past measurements to 501 the observation equation (e.g., eq.
[4] in Nilsson, 2006) . Future work will address the suitability of 502 the STOK for single-trial and real-time tracking with dedicated tests.
503
As a note of caution, STOK can be used to derive directed functional connectivity measures 504 within the Granger causality framework which has well-known strengths and limitations (99-101).
505 As such, it estimates linear temporal dependencies and statistical relationships among multiple signals 506 in a data-driven way, without a guaranteed mapping onto the underlying neuronal circuitry (26,102-507 104). However, STOK provides a novel formulation that is well-suited for incorporating model-based 508 or physiologically-derived information that could favor more biophysically plausible interpretations. 557 white noise with covariance matrix (also called the innovation process), and is the model order. ∑
558
An efficient approach to derive the AR coefficients and the innovation covariance in eq. ∑ 
577
To recursively estimate the hidden state at each time , the Kalman filter ( = 1 ,.., ) 578 alternates between two steps, the prediction and the update step. In the prediction step, the state and 579 the error covariance are extrapolated as:
584 where and are the a priori or predicted state and the error covariance at time , based on 603 is a linear combination of the a priori state and a weighted difference between the current ( -) 604 measurements and the predicted measurement based on (e.g., the residuals or measurement ( -) 605 innovation term on the right-hand side of eq. [8]). Thus, when the Kalman Gain ( -( -) ) 606 increases following reliable measurements, the contribution of the measurement innovation will 607 increase as well, and the a posteriori estimate will contain more from actual measurements and ( + ) 608 less from previous predictions. Conversely, when the Kalman Gain decreases following noisy 609 measurements, the a posteriori estimate will be closer to the a priori predicted state . It is
610 important to note that the Kalman Gain minimizes the trace of the prediction error covariance In the context of physiological time-series, however, the optimal behavior of the Kalman filter 616 is not assured and the algorithm requires some specific accommodations to account for: 1) the lack 617 of known transition matrix and measurement matrix , and 2) the unknown covariance matrices Φ 618 , and . To accommodate 1), the transition matrix is usually replaced by an identity matrix Φ 
638
[13]
639
The second critical step in applying Kalman filtering to physiological data is the determination 640 of the filter covariance matrices , and . A widely used approach is to derive recursively from 641 measurement innovations and to approximate as a diagonal weight matrix that determines the rate 642 of change of (37,38,47,see also 114 for a list of alternative methods). With this approach, is ( -) 643 initialized as [d x d] and adaptively updated from the measurement innovations (the pre-update 644 residuals) as:
647 where is the covariance of measurement innovations, is the total number of trials and Σ 648 is a constant across time that regulates the adaptation speed for (38). is computed (0 ≤ ≤ 1) 722 in which the diagonal elements of correspond to the diagonal of the inverse of , subject to a Γ + 723 smoothing filter that dampens the components lower than a tuning factor (122). To determine in 724 a completely data-driven fashion and to avoid excessive regularization, we use a variance-based 725 criterion: At each time step, takes on the value that allows to retain components that together explain 726 at least 99% of the total variance in . The 99% criterion is a canonical conservative threshold 727 recommended in dimensionality reduction and noise filtering of physiological time-series (85-88), 728 but the value of this threshold can in principle be tuned to the signal-to-noise ratio.
729
The second property that we introduced in the STOK filter is a self-tuning memory based on 730 the adaptive calibration of the tuning factor in eq. 790 Interactions at multiple frequencies were generated by randomly assigning both positive and negative 791 values to the AR(2) coefficients outside the diagonal. The magnitude of AR coefficients was 792 randomly determined (range: 0.1-0.5, in steps of 0.01) and off-diagonal coefficients were scaled by 793 half magnitude. This range and scaling were chosen to match patterns observed in human EEG data.
794
To mimic dynamic changes in connectivity patterns, the structure and magnitude of off-795 diagonal AR coefficients varied across time, visiting three different regimes of randomly determined 796 onset and transition times and with the only constrain to remain constant for at least 150 ms, 797 approximating the duration of quasi-stationary and metastable functional brain states (6,130). For 798 each simulated regimen, the stochastic generation of AR coefficients was reiterated until the system 799 reached asymptotic stability, i.e., satisfying the condition of real eigenvalues lower than zero.
800
Time-series for multiple trials (Fs = 200 Hz; duration = 2 s) were obtained by feeding the 801 same tvMVAR process with generative zero-mean white noise of variance 1, and imposing a small 802 degree of correlation (r = 0.1 ± 0.07) in the generative noise across trials, reflecting the assumption 803 that trials are realizations of the same process (38) and in line with the correlation among trials 804 observed in the human EEG dataset. Except when specific parameters were varied, all simulations 805 were done with 10 nodes, 200 trials and no additive noise. When additive noise was included in the 806 simulation, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was determined as the ratio between the squared amplitude 807 of the signal and the squared amplitude of the additive noise.
808
To compare STOK and KF performance, we used the Receiving Operating Characteristic 809 method (ROC) (40). For each simulated network, we first obtained a target ground truth by calculating 810 PDC values directly from the simulated tvMVAR matrices, for frequencies between 1 and 100 Hz.
811 Separate PDC matrices were then computed from the AR coefficients estimated with the STOK and 812 KF filters. The ground truth PDC values were binarized using a range of thresholds criteria (e.g., PDC 813 > 0; or PDC > 0.5 quantile, see Fig. 2A ), defining zeros as signal absent and ones as signal present.
814 Similarly, the estimated PDC values were binarized using a range of criteria at which connections 815 were considered present or absent. The range of criteria consisted of twenty equally-spaced quantiles 816 (from the 1 st to the 99 th quantile) from the distribution of each estimated PDC. Sensitivity and 817 specificity indexes were then computed for each criterion against the ground truth PDC and used to 818 derive the ROC curve. Finally, overall performance was quantified by the area under the ROC curve 819 (AUC, see Fig. 2A ). This method has the advantage of being independent of the range of values in 820 each estimated PDC and does not require any parametric or bootstrap procedure to determine 821 statistically significant connections.
822
For each condition tested (see Results), we ran 30 realizations with different combination of 823 parameters and the resulting AUC values were used in Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and t-test 824 statistical analysis.
826
Benchmark rat EEG 827 These EEG data were previously recorded from a grid of 16 stainless steel electrodes placed directly 828 on the skull bone of 10 young Wistar rats (P21; half males) during unilateral whisker stimulations 829 under light isoflurane anesthesia (Fig. 3A-B ). All animal handling procedures were approved by the 864 cleaned from remaining physiological artifacts (eye blinks, horizontal and vertical eye movements, 865 muscle potentials) using a ICA decomposition (FastIca, eeglab; ,134). Bad ICA components were 866 labelled by crossing the results of a machine-learning algorithm (MARA, Multiple Artifact Rejection 867 Algorithm in eeglab) with the criterion of >90% of total variance explained. ICA selection and 868 removal of the labelled components was performed manually (mean proportion of components 869 removed: 0.07 ± 0.03). As a final pre-processing step, the excluded bad channels were interpolated 870 using the nearest-neighbor spline method, data were re-referenced to the average reference and a 871 global z-score transformation was applied to the entire dataset of each participant.
872
The LAURA algorithm implemented in Cartool (135) 885 order for each participant was also estimated from the stationary pre-stimulus MVAR model using 886 the Akaike final prediction error criterion (142) (optimal p = 11.9 ± 1.2). The optimal c for KF was 887 estimated using the Relative Error Variance criterion (69,118) (optimal c = 0.0127).
888
For the present work, we focused on EEG data in response to coherent motion only and we 889 averaged the connectivity results from the left and right hemifield. 
